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They may be family members, friends or professionals and they come in all ages and sizes. In
this issue of Urban Aging News we cast the spotlight on four caregivers
who give it their all day in and day out for their loved ones.
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BE PREPARED WITH ESSENTIAL
LEGAL DOCUMENTS

By Katherine Graham, J.D
medical treatment decisions. cy on Aging to find free legal
Managing Attorney, Neighborhood
services for older adults and/
Legal Services MIchigan -Elder Law Durable Financial Power or caregivers.
& Advocacy Center
of Attorney – legally appoint

Having the following legal
documents on hand makes
it easier and less stressful for
loved ones and caregivers
when the need strikes.
Durable Health Care Power
of Attorney or Living Will –
legally appoint a trusted person to speak for you or put
your medical wishes in writing in the event you’re unable
to personally participate in

a trusted person to handle
financial affairs (sign contracts, handle banking, apply for benefits, etc.) should
you become unable to do so Graham and her colleagues
yourself.
host free elder law workshops
the first Tuesday of the
Last Will and Testament –
month. “Essential Elder Legal
put in writing how your property (house, bank accounts, Planning” is the subject at the
etc.) should be distributed af- May 20 Detroit Caregivers
Support & Education training
ter your death.
event. For details, call (313)
Contact your local Area Agen- 937-8291.
Katy Graham

Rep. payees manage loved one’s Social Security benefits
By Justin Sirois

funds.

Family caregivers provide physical and emotional support for
their sick or disabled family
members. Often assistance
includes helping to manage a
loved one’s Social Security benefits.

When friends or family are not
able to serve as representative
payees, Social Security looks for
qualified individuals or organizations to represent the beneficiary.

The Social Security Administration works closely with caregivers through its Representative
Payee program. A representative payee is usually a trusted
family member or friend of the
beneficiary who receives and
oversees the Social Security or
Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) benefits for a child or adult
incapable of managing their own
2

To learn more about the Social
Security representative payee
program or about becoming and
the duties of a representative
payee, visit socialsecurity∙gov/
payee.
Videos available on the site assist
in educating individuals about the
roles and responsibilities of being
a representative payee, provide
further insight, broaden community awareness and provide key

resources to deal with the grow- of managing or directing their
ing incidents of elder abuse, ne- benefit are asked to call the Social Security Administration at
glect and financial exploitation.
1-800-772-1213 (TTY 1-800Those concerned about some- 325-0778) to request an apone who has become incapable pointment.
Urban Aging News

HOW TO VET NON-MEDICAL
HOMECARE

By Patricia Rencher
Publisher

It’s no fun to lay awake worrying.
For those with aging parents
challenged with living alone, that
happens. Many fear placing their
loved one in a nursing home or
assisted living, but most seniors
- as well as caregivers - feel
strongly about keeping loved
ones in their own homes to age
in place.

Q: In general, what services
do non-medical home care
companies offer?
A: Non-medical homecare provides assistance with personal
care, meal preparation, medication
reminders, transportation, homemaking and companionship.

Q: Are there additional services available?
A: Yes, for example, our agency
provides free consultations on
housing options or appropriate
If that’s the case, contact a residential placements. Others
homecare agency after educat- may help families with preparing
the Veterans’ Administration Aid
ing yourself.
& Attendance benefit forms and
Kevin Manuel and Gregory Medicaid applications.
Hines, co-owners of Amada Senior Care of Farmington Hills, of- Q: What is the general cost?
fer the following insight on what A: Costs vary based on the level
to expect from non-medical of care needed, which can range
from companionship to signifihomecare companies:

Kevin Manuel and Gregory Hines of Amada Senior Care Farmington Hills

cant assistance with everyday
needs. Fees range from $20 to
$30 per hour, based on need.
One might find costs lower or
higher.
Q: Is there only private pay?
A: Non-medical care is generally
not covered by medical health insurance. When it is covered, it is
generally for a short time in conjunction with doctor-prescribed,

post-hospitalization medical services such as physical and occupational therapy. Private pay is
the most common way to pay for
non-medical homecare. Other
options for payment are Veterans benefits or the State of Michigan Waiver program funded by
Medicaid. Also, a long-term care
insurance policy in most cases
pays for homecare.

Continued on page 6

For information, call

1-866-404-4291

If you have questions about enrollment or disenrollment in MI HealthLink, please call Michigan ENROLLS toll-free at 1-800-975-7630.
Persons with hearing and speech disabilities may call the TTY number at 1-888-263-5897. The office hours are Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
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TAP INTO CAREGIVER RESOURCES FOR SUPPORT
ments and help care for the individual’s household. Some may
administer hands-on care, which
could include bathing and dressing and even home medical care.

By Shawn Bennis, MSN, RN

.

Caregivers have a difficult job
made even tougher when added to a career, family and daily
stress.
Sometimes individuals need care
simply due to aging. Others are
affected by Alzheimer’s disease,
dementia or a serious illness or
health condition, such as cancer
or diabetes. A person may need
assistance while recovering from
an accident or surgery. The role
of caregiver also extends to parents and guardians of special
needs children.

“They are usually the person
who communicates with the
medical team, asking questions
and understanding complex information.”
“Most caregivers are on-call 24
hours a day and are tasked with
helping care for the health and
often the home of a loved one,”
said Shawn Bennis, MSN, R.N.,
family caregiver coordinator at
Henry Ford Health System.

Henry Ford has created The Department of Family and Caregiver Resources to assist caregiv-

ers with support, information and
resources to make caregiving
easier “Finding support for themselves is something caregivers
- due to their nature as a ‘giver’
- are reluctant to do. They also
tend to be very busy, with little
time left to care for themselves,”
Bennis said. “We encourage all
caregivers to make time to be
sure they are caring for their own
needs. One way to do this is to
attend a support group.”
Continued on page 10

From the experts

The staff at Henry Ford’s Department of Family and Caregiver Resources offer many years of experience and community connections
to assist any caregiver looking for reassurance, support or tips – such
Depending on the situation, care- “They manage medications, as the following collected from Henry Ford staff and caregivers:
giving can be a short- or long- make doctor’s appointments, • Set up a support system.
Continued on page 12
term commitment.
provide transportation to appoint- • Keep a journal or caregiver binder.
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CAREGIVER USES HIS NEWFOUND
KNOWLEDGE TO ASSIST OTHERS
him safe and healthy. Organizing
and creating a daily routine and
helping Bernard control his impulses was the key.

By Debra Pascoe
Editor

Dan Kosmowski continued to
pursue a law degree while being the primary caregiver for his
father, Bernard, who is suffering
from frontotemporal dementia.
Now that he’s found a happy
place for all involved, Dan, 35,
is using what he learned in his
father’s classroom and at law
school to develop his firm, Brain
Care Law, which assists people
caring for loved ones with brain
health disorders by setting up
guardianships, conservatorships
and home care needs important
to the families of those suffering
from similar diseases.
Bernard was 62 when diagnosed
with frontotemporal dementia
which affects younger seniors
and is characterized by a gradual, progressive decline in behavior
and/or language. As the disease
progresses, it becomes increasingly difficult for people to plan or
organize activities, behave appropriately in social or work settings,
interact with others, and care for
oneself, resulting in increasing dependency on caregivers.
The symptoms came to light
when Bernard, a Vietnam veteran, was returning home from a
Colorado ski trip and refused to sit
down while the plane was landing.
Urban Aging News

Dan and Bernard Kosmowski enjoy one of several double tricycle
rides along Belle Isle.

“He was seeing the world
change, not knowing why,” Dan
said of his father. “He was nasty and angry and taking it out on
whoever was around and saying things he never would have
said before. He used to be very
sweet, gentle and loving.”

said, pointing out his father’s 6’1,
250 pound frame. And because
the disease affects impulse control and sparks anger, the homes
were viewing him as “an aggressive man.”

“It’s been a delight to have him
with us,” Dan said of he and his fiancée, Emily Thomas, who share
an apartment down the hall from
Bernard. “We’ve learned how to
give him meals his way, plan activities in his style and there’s no one
to bother him.”
If Bernard doesn’t want to do
something, such as shower, Dan
doesn’t force the issue. He lets it go
and tries again the next day.
When Dan and Emily are at
work, Dan arranges for caregivers to visit Bernard and accompany him on walks to public places for people watching,
“anywhere there is hot chocolate” and other activities his father enjoys.

If a worker was “just rude enough,
just impatient enough” his father
His parents’ marriage ended as would react badly.
a result and Dan became BerDan learned the best way to help
nard’s caregiver.
his father was to give him as much
At first, his father stayed in the control as possible while keeping
Continued on page 15
family home with Dan visiting
once or twice a day, bringing
Help available for caregivers
him groceries and attending to
his needs. But it was later deter- By Patricia Rencher
mined a nursing facility may be a Publisher
better option.
Frustration and isolation are the
After switching facilities seven experiences of far too many caretimes in five years and Bernard givers.
objecting to each, Dan decided
an apartment near his own was According to Adrainne Piner, community living support manager at
a better option.
Detroit’s St. Patrick Senior Center,
“These homes are not developed “there’s help and caregivers who
for the male client,” Kosmowski Continued on page 12
Adrainne Piner
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Vet Non-Medical, cont. from page 3

Q: How does one check out
the agency’s background or
history?
A: In Michigan, a license is not
needed to operate a homecare
company. Make sure you research an agency before hiring.
Some important questions to

ask are:
Does the agency have liability insurance? Does the agency conduct criminal background checks
on its caregivers? Do the caregivers work for the agency or are
they independent contractors?
What training do your caregivers
receive?

Q: How can I tell how well they
will treat my loved one? Or
can I?
A: Ask for references from current or previous clients and contact them to learn their experiences with the agency. Ask to
interview caregivers before they
are assigned to your case. Visit

the agency’s business office and
meet the office staff, as they will
be very important in the care of
your loved one.
For more information about
Amada Senior Care Farmington
Hills, call 248-560-7864, or visit
amadafarmingtonhills.com.

Redefining Excellence

in Skilled Nursing and Rehabilitation Services!
Our compassionate staff is dedicated to providing quality healthcare services
24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Our services include, but are not limited to:
• Comprehensive Rehabilitation Services

• IV Therapy

• Physical Therapy

• Wound Care Management

• Occupational Therapy

• Pain Management

• Speech Therapy
Alpha Manor

Eastwood

Omni

Regency Heights

Boulevard Temple

Hartford

Qualicare

Sheffield Manor

440 E. Grand Blvd.
313-579-2900

626 E. Grand Blvd.
313-923-5816

2567 W. Grand Blvd.
313-895-5340

6700 W. Outer Dr.
313-836-1700

5201 Conner Ave.
313-571-5555
695 E. Grand Blvd.
313-925-6655

19100 W. Seven Mile
313-533-5002
15311 Schaefer Ave.
313-835-4775

www.cienahealthcare.com
UAN is a free publication circulated
Throughout metro-Detroit
For advertising, editorial contributions
or distribution siterequests,
call (313) 204-5140
Publisher............Patrician Ann Rencher
Editor...............................Debra Pascoe
Layout ..................Edgar Chambliss, Jr.

UAN is a product of Urban Aging, L3C
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WHAT? THIS IS A JOB?
independent.

“She’s a wonderful woman; a
very, very smart woman. She
has five kids and they all call
her every day. They say she is a
For 24 hours a week, Kaye great mom,” Crandall said.
Crandall, 53, gets to hang out
with her 98-year-old gal pal, Most days begin the same, but
Marie and gets paid for it.
the pair can end up anywhere.“I
come in and say `good morning
“I just love seniors,” said beautiful, time to get you pretty’,”
Crandall who got into caregiving Crandall said, adding she grabs
when she began volunteering the necessary products and
at Services for Older Citizens fixes Marie’s hair.
in Grosse Pointe (SOCs) for a
couple of years before being “We play cards and Yatzee, go
matched with Marie, who was to the SOC parties, the Detroit
90 at the time.
Institute of Arts and still work
together on sewing projects,”
“She thoroughly enjoyed doing she said, adding the pair
a lot of things, but she couldn’t also hosts small gatherings
drive anymore and I became for Marie’s friends at the
Marie’s companion,” Crandall home Marie shares with her
said, adding the pair have a lot in daughter.
common and worked together
on sewing projects, DIY repairs “We have a lot of fun together.
and enjoying what life had to It never feels like work,”
offer.
Crandall said. “Every day is
different; it’s like being at home
Then
Marie’s
dementia but somewhere else.” Crandall
worsened and she fell a few said she helps other seniors
times. Marie’s family asked on occasion, but “Marie is my
Crandall if she wouldn’t mind priority.”
helping Marie with her day to
day activities. She agreed and “I have made several friends
became more hand’s on by (at SOC) and have taken them
helping Marie with meals and under my wing,” Crandall said,
light clean-up.
adding she likes to make soup
and other treats to share with
“By then she was like my them.
grandma. I didn’t mind doing
anything to help her,” Crandall Before connecting with Marie,
said, adding now at age 98, Crandall said she worked with
Marie is still very active and a handful of other seniors, but
By Debra Pascoe
Editor
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Kaye Crandall and her client, Marie.

found it necessary to break the
ties for many reasons; family
issues being a main concern.
“Sometimes the family is not
being helpful and you just have
to disconnect your heart from it.
It’s frustrating,” she said. Not so
with Marie.

helping her and doing stuff for her
because she is so appreciative.”

Crandall’s tips for being a
successful caregiver? “It takes
lots and lots of patience; it’s
really about giving the family
a break. “You have to have a
lot of love to share and a lot of
“I am very happy. I absolutely love patience.”

Where to find affordable meds
By Dr. Carmen McIntyre
Chief Medical Officer,
Detroit Wayne Mental Health Authority

Medications are almost never the
only recommendation in a person’s health treatment plan which
may include lifestyle changes,
such as diet and exercise; learning to manage stress differently; or
therapy.
However, when medications are

prescribed, it is because they are
considered an important element
toward improving one’s health.
If one doesn’t take medications as
prescribed, recovery may not be
as quick or complete, whether its
pneumonia, depression, diabetes or anxiety. Cost and access
to medications are important reasons why some 50 percent of patients do not take their medications
as prescribed.
Continued on page 12
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Teaching new tricks to older workers

they may still be caregiving and
are looking at staying committed
By Debra Pascoe
to the caregiver role without forgetEditor
ting about their own personal and
For those 40 years old and up, financial needs,” McDougall said.
finding employment is not an easy
“It’s like, OK, what am I going to
task. But there is hope.
do with the next chapter of my
For the past 31 years, Operation life? How do I focus on my needs
Able has been helping those 40 instead of someone else’s,” Mcand up hone their skills and find Doughall explained. “They need a
meaningful employment. Now, in plan.”
addition to certification programs,
the organization is focusing on To help in the transition, McDouassisting the increasing number ghall said Operation Able is adding
of caregivers re-entering the work- classes and workshops to help
clients update their skills, learn the
force.
latest technologies and build confi“They are really at a crossroads,” dence. Counseling is a key comExecutive Director Mary McDou- ponent to help current and former
gall said. “Another piece of that is caregivers deal with the loss of
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their loved one and make the tran- And what’s also important is oldsition into another way of life.
er people have to stop thinking of
themselves as old.
Operation Able is turning to its client base as a focus group to better “We tell clients you are the age
determine their needs.
you are. You don’t want to work
for an employer who wants a
“We have ideas, but nobody re- 25-year-old. You need to demonally knows unless they’ve been strate you have a set of skills that
through it,” she said, adding she’s they need, you know how to be
considering introducing millennials a team player and how to work
to the process.
with the millennials and not be
threatened by them.”
“Bosses are going to be 35 and
that takes some adjustment,” she
said. “Our theme is ability is age- Operation Able is now introless and we are helping people ducing a 12-week culinary arts
understand there’s value in older training program. For more inforadults. But we have to look at the mation, call McDougall at (313)
25-year old’s and see their values, 210-0250 or visit operationable.
too.”
org
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CAREGIVER STEPS UP TO THE
PLATE FOR PARENTS, PLAYERS
By Debra Pascoe
Editor

Garrard Taylor is always running
the bases, be it at home while he
cares for his parents or on the diamond coaching his successful
girls’ high school softball team.

in the last few months and she
bounces back each time.”
“Dad’s health is failing, but he
pretty much does for himself. I let
dad be as independent as possible, especially when making
decisions. He’s pretty sharp with
the financial stuff. He’s the man
of the house.”

The retired Detroit Public Schools
teacher stepped up to the plate
when his mother, Bettye Taylor,
92, was diagnosed with Alzheimer’s disease in 2008. His father,
Hubert Taylor, 94, has the usual
aches and pains associated with
aging, but remains “very sharp”
and independent.

Keeping his parents in their
home and independent is what
Garrard believes keeps them
positive and happy.

Hubert Taylor’s ability to cook and
keep the house and the couple’s
finances in order allows Garrard
time to coach Renaissance High
School’s academic all-stars.

Garrard has coached the Renaissance team for 23 years and
Garrad Taylor and his dad, Hubert Taylor
prides himself on how many of
his players have earned college self on the numerous resources Garrard also stresses providing
scholarships and now lead suc- available to seniors and caregiv- a quality of life where the older
cessful adult lives.
adult sees their own value in others.
er’s lives and in life itself by disGarrard imparts the importance “Be able to understand what’s cussing current events, the famiof healthy eating to his parents happening in their lives, especial- ly and keeping them active.
and his players and practices ly with their health. Do research
what he preaches. He is a per- to become more knowledgeable And don’t forget about yourself.
sonal trainer and volunteers at a of what they are going through Garrard said it’s important for the
community kitchen.
and treatments available; not just caregiver to be mindful of their
in the present, but in the future. own needs by staying healthy,
His advice to new and future
eating right, getting much-needcaregivers?
“The whole thing is being up on ed rest and maintaining a life outeverything - and that’s double side the caregiving role.
Garrard described a caregiver’s for me because I have mom and
role “like being a new parent. It’s dad. I am blessed to have the both “The mind and body work toa new frontier. A lot of times you of them and since I am the only gether,” he said. “Try not to have
don’t know what to do or how child, I’m ripping and running.”
bad habits.”
to do it,” he said. Educate your-

And when he can’t be on the
field, Garrard said his assistant
coaches are ready to take over.
For instance, a few weeks ago
Hubert was hospitalized after
suffering a heart attack, Bettye
was recouping in a rehabilitation
center and Garrard needed to be
with both.
Bettye is now home with 24-hour
nursing care, enabling Garrard to
visit with his father.
“Mom is a strong lady,” Garrard
said. “She’s had a lot of traumas
Urban Aging News

“Once they lose their independence, their quality of life goes
down and their health declines,”
he said of seniors.
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Initiative aims to increase
Detroiters’ Diagnoses

The Alzheimer’s Association-Greater
Michigan Chapter offers numerous
services available to more than
180,000 Michigan residents living
with Alzheimer's disease or other
related dementias.

Our services provide care and
support to help navigate through
the disease process and include:
•
•
•

Robert and RoseAnn Comstock Day Program, located in Detroit
Minds on Art Program at the DIA
Support and Education Programs

For more information about our programs and services, please contact our
Helpline at 800 272 3900.
Greater Michigan Chapter
25200 Telegraph Road, Suite 100
Southfield, MI 48033
alz.org/gmc

Tap Into...Continued from page 4

Henry Ford offers free support
groups for caregivers from 6 to
8 p.m. the third Thursday of the
month at Henry Ford Wyandotte
Hospital, dining room H and J;
and from 6 to 8 p.m. the second
Monday of the month at Henry
Ford Home Health Care Office,
25511 Little Mack, Suite B, St.
Clair Shores.
Bennis said there are about two
million unpaid family caregivers
in Michigan. To make things easier for them, Henry Ford Health
System supports the Michigan
CARE Act, which:
• Allows patients to designate a
family caregiver.
• Notifies the family caregiver
when the patient is going to be
discharged; and
• Gives the family caregiver an
opportunity for instruction and
demonstration of the medical
10

Danielle Davis
By Debra Pascoe
Editor
Recognizing African Americans
are twice as likely to be diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s, but only half as
likely to receive a diagnosis, the
Alzheimer’s Association - Greater Michigan Chapter launched
its Detroit African American Outreach Initiative.

tasks required when their loved
one returns home.
“At Henry Ford, we have also
made changes to our electronic health record to allow patients
to name a caregiver and include
their contact information in the
medical record,” Bennis said. To educate and support Detroit
“We view the caregiver as a citizens who may be affected by
the disease, the chapter hired
care partner.”
Danielle Davis to plan and impleBennis suggests caregivers ment outreach efforts.
seek assistance and keep in
mind they can’t do everything Chapter administrators said Daalone; it takes a team. As the vis rose to the top of the candi“team captain,” ask others for date pool and was ultimately sehelp – friends, family, neighbors lected for her vast knowledge of
and professionals. Above all, Detroit, her experience as a comshe said, remember your first re- munity outreach coordinator and
sponsibility is to care for yourself her personal connection with the
so that you can be there to care disease.
for your loved one.
“Before my grandmother passed
For more information on care- away (from the disease), I promgiver support and resources, ised her I’d stay involved with the
visit henryford.com/familycare- Alzheimer’s Association. I had no
idea it would be in this capacity,”
givers.

Davis said. “It’s an awesome
feeling connecting with my community during its time of need.”
As part of her outreach efforts, Davis is meeting with Detroit-based doctors to improve
diagnosis rates and encourage
them to refer Alzheimer’s patients
to the chapter for individualized
counseling, in-home case management services and telephone
consultations.
Her grassroots efforts take her
throughout the city to churches,
block clubs, nonprofit organizations and public service institutions, to spread the word about
the initiative.
Education programs, focus
groups and referrals to the initiative are supported by funding
from the City of Detroit, the Detroit
Area Agency on Aging, the DMC
Foundation and the Michigan
Alzheimer’s Disease Center.
Davis can be reached at dcdavis@alz.org, by calling 1-800-2723900, or visiting alz.org/gmc.
Urban Aging News

THERE IS LIFE AFTER LOSSES

by her grandparents until the
age of 12 created an undefinably close bond between
Harris and Mother Leolia,
who was later diagnosed with
Fredia Harris witnessed a lot of osteoarthritis and kidney disloss in her 64 years of life.
ease among other ailments.
As an adult, Harris learned her
While caregiving for her grand- mother was also raised by her
mother, Leolia Crowder, who grandmother.
raised her, Harris’ mother died
suddenly from an abdominal “Mom was an only child and
aneurism and her husband of their relationship was a little
35 years passed from colon strained,” Harris said of her
cancer.
mother and grandmother.
“They loved each other, but
Known affectionately as Moth- they just had this, thing.”
er Leolia, Harris was sent to
live with her grandparents in “When mom passed, I would
Detroit when she was five see (Mother Leolia) twice daiyears old, leaving her parents ly,’ Harris, a retired Detroit
and four siblings behind in Al- Police detective said, adding
abama.
she’d ask patrol officers to provide welfare checks when they
Living with and being raised were in the area. Harris’ plan
By Debra Pascoe
Editor

Fredia Harris and her Mother Leolia.

was to keep her grandmother mother, but she refused to
in her own home for as long as wear it.
possible so Mother Leolia could
maintain her independence.
After yet another trip to the
emergency room, Harris deAs Mother Leolia’s health and cided it was best to move her
mobility declined, Harris fre- grandmother into the Harris
quently found her grandmother household and restrict Mother
had fallen while she was alone. Leolia to the first floor.
Harris purchased a medical
alert bracelet for her grandContinued on page 16

Senior Day Programs Offer Dignity, Socialization

Many people view senior day
programs and respite care as a
relief for the caregiver. However, these programs are so much
more. They actually enhance the
life of seniors thanks to structure,
socialization, and safety.
Ever since our school days,
order and scheduled events
have been engrained into our
psyches. This type of structure
has given us a sense of stability
and direction. As we get older,
this much-needed rigidity can be
lost. This is one of the reasons
why many people struggle with
retirement. By attending respite
Urban Aging News

care or senior day programs, our and attending holiday functions.
aging loved ones can adhere
to a new schedule which adds It is imperative for our older
mental stability.
loved ones to feel important and
involved in life. Participating in
Services provided at senior day assigned activities gives them
programs include assistance
with taking medication, eating,
walking, exercise programs, light
physical exercise, and health
monitoring. But these programs
go beyond healthcare. Social
activities and events offer the
much-needed purpose and interaction of previous lifestyle
routines. This can include fun,
mingling, gardening, classes,
shopping, entertainment, crafts,

dignity and responsibility. They
are able to resume the order
and structure of their younger
and more productive years in a
safe environment.

Continued on page 15
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From the experts

Experts...cont. from page 4

• Take time to recharge.
• Learn to delegate and accept help from others.
• Set up a system to update people about their loved one’s progress
without having to talk to each one individually. Delegate a “point
person” to post updates via e-mail or social media.
• Ask questions of the medical team.
• Ask the medical team if your contact information is in the
medical record.
• Ask the medical team what resources and support groups are
available for caregivers.
• Be flexible and patient.
• Try to maintain a sense of humor and a positive outlook.
more proactive about seeking
resources and skills needed
seek support and connect
with other caregivers can to assist themselves and their
lessen their isolation, reduce loved ones.
their frustration and learn to
Local Area Agencies on Agbe better at caregiving.”
ing, disease-specific organiPiner’s program now offers zations and senior centers can
two, free workshops to church refer caregivers to resources,
and employee groups as well services and support groups.
as to individuals:

Afordable Meds, Cont. from page 7 ications have patient assistance Help available, cont. from page 5

Discuss concerns with the doctor
when agreeing to a medication
treatment plan. Costs and copays for brand name (patented)
medications are usually significantly higher than generic alternatives. Be aware just because
a medication has been recently
released on the market, doesn’t
mean it is better.

programs typically based on income or condition/diagnosis.
There are many drug discount card programs, including
state-sponsored programs such
as the MiRx Card. Also, many
pharmacies offer low or no cost
medications, such as the $4
Sam’s Club program or Meijer
free antibiotics program. Medications available under these
programs are specific, so make
sure the doctor selects prescriptions from these lists.

If one is uninsured, or can’t afford
the cost of medications, there
are several ways to get help.
First, apply for benefits such as
Michigan Medicaid and Healthy
Michigan and federal plans such A couple of good resources are
as Medicare.
the websites Partnership for Prescription Assistance, pparx.org
Medicare beneficiaries with a and NeedyMeds, needymeds.
limited income may qualify for org.
the low-income subsidy which
helps pay for Medicare Part D However, don’t buy prescripprescription costs, including the tion medications online. A legal,
monthly premium, deductible, reputable pharmacy requires a
coinsurance and copays.
legitimate prescription for medications. There are many illegal
Most pharmaceutical companies sources of medications online
with patented/brand name med- that can be dangerous.
12

Creating Confident Caregiver: 2-hour sessions for
six-weeks for those caring for
loved ones with dementia at
home.
Caregiving Education Basics: A one-hour workshop
providing caregiving tips and
an overview of available community-based resources.
Piner says that according to
reports by the National Family Caregivers Association’s
Survey of Self-Identified Family Caregivers, once caregivers self-identify, they become

One such group is the Detroit
Parkinson’s Support Group
3rd Tuesday monthly
(except July & August)
@ 1 p.m.,
Hannan House
4750 Woodward Ave.
(313) 850-6219 or
(313) 682-0275

To learn more or to schedule
a workshop, contact Piner at:
(313) 831-2520, or
a.piner@stpatsrctr.org.
Urban Aging News

Report poor driving
By Debra Pascoe
Editor

drive or is suffering from a mental
or physical infirmary or disability
that may make that person an
There are poor drivers and driv- unsafe driver.
ers who continue to drive despite
physical or mental infirmaries.
Those knowing of such a person
are asked to pick up a copy of
There’s not much one can do a Request for Driver Evaluation
about drivers that don’t pay at- form from any Secretary of State
tention or violate the rules of the Office, fill it out and return it to the
road, but Michigan allows others state, giving it the authority to into request those that fit the latter tervene.
profile be re-evaluated to determine if their cars should remain While a visit to the Secretary of
in park.
State is never fun, those requesting the form don’t have to take a
A section of the Michigan Vehi- number and wait. The forms are
cle Code allows the Department provided at the check-in desk.
of State to reexamine a person’s They are not available online at
driving abilities if that person is this time.
believed to be incompetent to
Continued on page 16

Reverend helps critical patients die peacefully
By Debra Pascoe
Editor

He described his book, “Dying
in Peace, Preparing for Eternity,” as a “training manual” to
help a terminally ill patient navigate their last days and prepare
for death by addressing the patient’s spiritual, psychological,
social and physical concerns.

The Rev. Samuel White has
spent a great deal of his life
assisting family, friends and
hospital workers make the dying experience easier for the
terminally ill.
“The terminally ill are trying to
fulfil their spiritual bucket list,
The author of six books and so to speak,” White said, addsenior pastor of Friendship ing, they need to come to terms
Baptist Church and hos- with their relationships with fampice Chaplain for Henry Ford ily and friends, complete unHealth System uses his life finished business and reach a
and pastoring experiences to place of mental peace.
assist those facing death do
so with clear minds, spiritual How can family and caregivers
comfort and acceptance.
help in the journey?
Urban Aging News

By wholeheartedly listening, let- “Ask them about their sense
ting the patient talk and asking of values, their passions, their
questions.
family, how they are feeling
(mentally), their spiritual pain,
“Oftentimes we clinical work- about their focus and what
ers come with our own agenda do they want to do right now,
of things we want to tell them, what do they want to focus on,”
what we want to do for them,” White said, adding often the dyWhite said. “The dying know ing want to discuss their faults,
what they want. Listen and sins, shortcomings and failures.
express concern to what their
needs are, what their dreams Help when you can
are and try to fulfill them. “It If the person has lost touch with
doesn’t come from a book.”
family members, help reunite
them; if they want to discuss
Ask questions
funeral arrangements, let them;
“You have to find out what they and if finances are a major conare thinking and feeling,” he cern, share your knowledge
said. “You’ve got to get into their and ease their mind.
world.”
Continued on page 16
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Profile assists seniors/veterans
in emergencies
A new service offered by the
Detroit Police Department provides 911 dispatchers with critical care information to further
assist registered seniors and
veterans in emergency situations.
The Senior & Veteran 911 Profile, stored in the department’s
database, is expected to improve the call taking, dispatch
and emergency response process when participants find it
necessary to call 911.
Other police departments are
expected to develop a similar

service. Call the local police a place to list emergency condepartment for further informa- tact information, however, the
tion.
police department specifies its
employees are not obligated to
Participants must be at least contact those listed should an
65 years of age and are re- emergency occur.
sponsible for keeping the information - stored for one year Veterans unable to do so
- up to date and can determine themselves may have a family
what information they want to member or caregiver fill out or
share, such as disabilities, res- sign the document for them.
cue points and if pets reside
in the dwelling. Police officials The profile is not the sole
encourage participants to only means by which users comprovide information you want municate information to 911
them to know.
in the event of an emergency and is not intended to reIn addition, the form includes place the most reliable meth-

od of supplying information to
911 personnel, that being the
phone call to 911.
Participants are also warned
due to technical or operational
issues, there may be times the
profile may not be provided to
911 personnel.
The service can be terminated
at any time.
The form is available online at
detroitmi.gov/Portals/0/docs/
Brochures/Police/Senior_911_
Profile.pdf.

“We got the healthcare
help we needed.”
If you want a local health plan, with personal
healthcare counselors – you want HARBOR HEALTH.
If you want the leading doctors from the
DMC Hospitals, St. John Providence
Health System, Garden City Hospital and more –
you want HARBOR HEALTH.
For more information please contact:
Charles Timms: 313- 498- 8041 or
Rhea Jones: 586- 386- 7204

HarborMedicarePlans.com
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Senior Day, Cont. from page 4

givers 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week,” says Carolyn Sloan of
Engaging Adults in Interaction
(EAI) adult day center. “Indeed,
senior day programs give caregivers a much-needed break,
but the care-recipient gets the
life-enhancing benefits of socialization and dignity,” she adds.

There are three main types of
adult day care centers: those
that focus primarily on social
interaction, those that provide
medical care, and those dedicated to dementia care. Many
of these facilities are affiliated
with other organizations including home care agencies, skilled
nursing facilities, medical centers, or other senior service pro- For a listing of adult day programs, contact your local Area
viders.
Agency on Aging or the Michi“Unfortunately, too many older gan Adult Day Services Associadults are isolated at home with ation at (616) 485-5018, or mionly one or two constant care- madsa@gmail.com.

New found knowledge, cont. from page 5

Dan explained his dad also suffers from ailments common to
older people, such as being overweight which causes hypertension and the normal aches and
pains associated with aging.
“He is extraordinarily heathy despite the dementia. He’s still a
blast to do things with,” Dan said
of his father. The pair take frequent out of town trips and go on
weekly outings that sometimes
lead to a ride on the pair’s double
tricycle.
Of his experience, Dan said,
“This has made me a better person and more motivated. I knew it
was important to have new skills
and other options and I learned
such things as how to fight the
VA, how to fight the medical doctors. You find ways of making it
work.”

their loved one needs to have as
much independence as possible.
Remaining in the family home is
of utmost importance - as is having and showing respect.
“People really need to think of an
elder just like anyone else who
has needs and desires,” Dan
said. “They are still our elder and
they should be honored.”
“This is a marathon. You are not
going to get a quick answer to
anything.”
Dan said there is no good system in place to help seniors,
caregivers, and family members
to navigate what he referred to as
“a disjointed system.”

“It’s important to really share
brainstorming and trying new
things. It’s like a snowflake - not
everyone has the same pattern,”
Dan said what’s most important he said.
for caregivers to understand is
Urban Aging News

NEWS BRIEFS
Senior Olympics
The Detroit Parks & Recreation Department’s 33rd Annual
Detroit Senior Olympics, presented by Detroit Area Agency on
Aging, is scheduled for June 12 - June 14.
Athletes and spectators must register in person or by mail at the
Detroit Parks & Recreation Department, 2nd floor Northwest
Activities Center, 18100 Meyers Rd. from 9 a.m. – 4 p.m. on or
before Friday, June 2 (excluding May 29). Athletes and spectators may also register at event sites, June 13 – 14. Call (313)
224-1100 for information.

Award nominees sought
Each year, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan honors two
individuals and one organization for improving the lives of
Michigan’s older adults.
The Claude Pepper Award is presented to two outstanding
senior citizen advocates whose work or volunteer activities have
a positive effect on the lives of older adults.
The Senior Advocate Award recognizes contributions made
by an organization providing older adults with health or social
services that help them continue to live meaningful lives.
To make a nomination, visit BCBSM.com/awards to vote online
or print nomination forms. Nominations can be made through
June 9. For questions or additional information, contact Christie
Laster at (313) 225-5516.

Join the Team
Wanted: Urban Aging Newspaper distributors four times a
year. Seeking seniors with reliable, fully insured transportation.
$$$. For more details, call (313) 757-2116.

Support elder independence
Walk, Run or Cycle for senior independence Saturday, July 8,
at the Walk for Elder Independence on Belle Isle State Park.
The registration fee is $20 and all proceeds support Bridging
Communities’ mission to serve the elders of Southwest Detroit.
Call (313) 361-6377 for more information.

Elder Abuse Conference
The “Elder Abuse Has No Borders” conference presented by the
Coordinated Community Response (to elder abuse) Coalition
of Oakland, Macomb and Wayne Counties is from 8:30 a.m.
to 2:20 p.m. Thursday, June 15-- World Elder Abuse Awareness Day--at Madonna University. Call: Melissa Machac @
586.268.4160 x6626
15

Poor Driving, cont. from page 13

Getting the proper information
to complete the form may be
difficult if the person allegedly
unfit to drive is merely driving
along the roadway.
The person reporting the incident needs to have information
such as name, license number
and street address. Clearly, if
the alleged offender is a neighbor or relative, some of this
information can be easily garnered.
The form also requires detailed
information as to why it is believed the offending person
Reverend Helps, cont. from page 13

If the person is unwilling to
talk, find something to help
them open up. Bring in photo
albums, play their favorite music or simply play a card game
or read their favorite book. And
give them what they want. If it’s
a cheeseburger and fries, give
it to them, he suggested.
White said many are concerned about their spirituality,
which he says is not defined
by religion, but by faith. Ultimately, the goal is helping the
patient accept the fact death is
imminent and help them find a
meaning to the end of their life.
Being there for a terminally ill
person also benefits that caregiver, he said.
“We gain insight into how to
accept our own mortality. We
16

daughter to Harris in the mornneeds the re-evaluation and There is Life, cont. from page 11
what he or she did to spur the That plan worked well for quite ings; Harris gets her to and from
inquiry. This cannot be done some time, but after yet another school and enjoys additional
anonymously. The person mak- fall and trip to the hospital where time with the youngster when
ing the report must include their Mother Leolia was diagnosed she is in the care of her father.
personal information; however, with pneumonia, Harris had to
the state does not tell the alleged give in and move Mother Leolia Regrets? “Regret, if I have to
to the Boulevard Temple Nurs- use the word regret, I did not
offender who filed the report.
ing Home.
pursue keeping (Mother Leolia)
in her home longer. I wish that I
Filing the form does not require
“I
visited
her
at
the
nursing
home
knew about agencies that help
an additional trip to the Secretary of State; it can be mailed, twice a day, every day. I knew keep a person in their home. I
e-mailed or faxed to the ad- that she didn’t want to be there. could have had someone be
I knew that she depended on with her during the day,” Harris
dresses indicated on the form.
me and seeing me helped her said.
Visit the Michigan Secretary of adjust to being in the nursing
State website at Michigan.gov/ home,” Harris said, adding her Advice? Harris suggests desos for local Secretary of State husband and sons visited fre- veloping relationships with other families at the facility where
branch offices or call 888-SOS- quently.
your loved one is housed. They
MICH; 888-767-6424.
Mother Leolia’s health contin- become an extra set of eyes
ued to decline; she was diag- and ears. She also learned one
do ourselves a disservice run- nosed with kidney disease and needs to relinquish control and alplaced under hospice care. But low others to assist in the caregivning from death,” White said.
she hung on, was taken off hos- ing duties. Harris said she never
pice care after a few months demanded or asked her sisters
and died in her sleep three to help, but she should have and
years later.
she’s certain they would have
willingly obliged.
“I never considered anything
that I did for my grandmother as Journaling also helps. Upon the
an obligation; it was my duty,” advice of a friend, she began doHarris said. “She gave me her ing so after the death of her husall and I wouldn’t have it any band and she continues to do so.
other way.”
Letting go? “It took me a very,
“I was devastated when I lost very, very long time to even drive
mom, but when I lost my grand- on I-96 by the Boulevard Temple
mother it was like losing my exit. Now when I travel down I-96
mom all over again. Having when I have to pass that exit I
grandmother eased the pain make some comment, such as
and she also helped me with say hi to my grandmother or God
bless Boulevard Temple and
To purchase White’s books, the loss of my husband.”
those residents there.”
visit Drsamuelwhite.com. ProHarris
now
has
a
hand
in
raisceeds from his book signings
go toward student scholar- ing her granddaughter, Brianna, Or sometimes she just blows a
6. Brianna’s mother brings her kiss to the exit.
ships.
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